
DIVISION OF RATE COUNSEL COMMENTS 
2015 ENERGY MASTER PLAN UPDATE 

AUGUST 24, 2015 
 

 The Division of Rate Counsel (“Rate Counsel”) is pleased so submit comments in 

response to the Notice issued by the Board of Public Utilities (“BPU”) on July 22, 2015 

concerning an update (the “2015 EMP Update”) of the 2011 Energy Master Plan (“2011 EMP”).  

These comments will focus first on the process for updating the Energy Master Plan. Then, as 

requested in the Notice, these comments will address the State’s progress toward the 2011 EMP 

goals and recommendations, and emerging issues since 2011. 

I. Process for Updating Energy Master Plan 

Initially, Rate Counsel wishes to comment on the statutorily-mandated process for 

updating an Energy Master Plan (“EMP”).  The governing statute, N.J.S.A. 52:27F-14, requires 

that members of the public be afforded an opportunity to comment on the actual updated plan 

when it is completed. Subsection (c) of that statute requires the Energy Master Plan Committee 

(“Committee”), “[u]pon preparation of [the initial] master plan, and each revision thereof,” to 

“cause copies thereof to be printed,” distribute copies to the Governor and the legislature, and 

advertise “the availability of such draft plan from the offices of the [C]omittee” in a manner that 

will “reach the greatest possible number of citizens of New Jersey…”  N.J.S.A. 52:27F-14(c).  

Thereafter, members of the public are required to be afforded the opportunity to comment upon 

“the overall content of the plan .…”  N.J.S.A. 52:27F-14(c)(1).    

The Notice issued by BPU’s  Secretary July 22, 2015 is not a draft EMP update, but 

rather only a Notice soliciting public comments in preparation for the Committee to develop a 

the actual update.   The Notice does not disclose the “overall content of the plan” the Committee 

proposes to develop.  It is only a request for comment on the existing 2011 EMP and a “bullet 
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point” list of four emerging issues that have arisen since 2011.  It also does not provide the 

required outline of “long-term objectives” or “interim implementation measures consistent with 

said objectives.”  N.J.A.C. 52:27F-14(b).  It offers no proposed findings, goals or policy 

recommendations for interested parties to either support, oppose, or offer suggestions for 

improving.  An opportunity for comment is not meaningful unless the agency provides notice of 

the specific actions under consideration. See, In the Matter of the Provision of Basic Generation 

Service for the Period Beginning June 1, 2008, 205 N.J. 339, 358-61 (2011). The July 22, 2015 

Notice does not accomplish this. It states that the 2011 EMP is being updated, but does not 

specify what updates are being proposed.  

In addition, Rate Counsel notes that in the past EMP Updates have included data showing 

the State’s progress toward the goals established in the preceding EMP update. Without access to 

the data that provides the basis for proposed updates, it is difficult to comment at a level of detail 

that would be most helpful to the update process.     

 
II. Progress Toward  2011 EMP Goals and Recommendations 

A. Driving down energy costs for all consumers 

Rate Counsel takes issue with the statement in the Notice that New Jersey “has fallen 

from a high energy cost state to a range that falls within the national average for total energy 

costs (electricity, natural gas, fuel oil and gasoline).”  The Notice neither provides the basis for 

this conclusion nor specifies the sources of the underlying data. It is clear, however, that New 

Jersey has high electricity costs. In 2011, at the time of the last EMP, New Jersey was reported 

by the United States Energy Information Administration (“EIA”) as having the seventh highest 

electricity rates for all sectors, with rates 44 percent above the national average and 34 percent 

above the rates reported for the other mid-Atlantic states. For residential customers, New 
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Jersey’s electricity rates were 38 percent above the national average and 28 percent above 

residential electricity rates reported for other mid-Atlantic states.1  

As of 2014, New Jersey ranked tenth in electricity in average retail electricity prices for 

all sectors, and for residential customers. However, while New Jersey’s relative ranking has 

declined, this is not because electricity prices have declined, but because other states have 

surpassed New Jersey with higher prices. New Jersey’s electricity prices remain significantly 

higher than the national average. For customers in all sectors, New Jersey’s average price was 

$0.1401 per kilowatt-hour, 34 percent higher than the national average of $0.1045 per kilowatt-

hour.  For residential customers, New Jersey’s average price was $0.158 per kilowatt-hour, 26 

percent higher than the national average of $0.125 per kilowatt-hour. New Jersey’s electricity 

prices for all sectors are now 29 percent higher than they were in 2005, and residential electricity 

rates are currently 35 percent higher than they were in 2005.2 Today, an average New Jersey 

household pays 12 percent more for a comparable amount of electricity than it would have a 

decade ago, even after adjusting for inflation.   

Moreover, the State has recently approved a number of large programs, such as PSE&G’s 

Energy Strong, that will increase prices for electricity distribution, and our regional grid 

operator, PJM, has made changes to its Reliability Pricing Model that appear likely to increase 

wholesale capacity prices. New Jersey remains, and likely will continue to be a high-cost state 

for electricity. 

New Jersey, like other states, has achieved some reduction in heating costs due to recent 

decreases in natural gas prices. If natural gas prices remain low, this could help maintain stable 

1 See U.S. Energy Information Administration (“EIA”) report on Average retail price of electricity to ultimate 
customers by end-use sector, by state--annual average retail price of electricity for all sectors and for residential 
sector, from EIA Electricity Data Browser, available at:  http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/browser/ 
The other  mid-Atlantic states are Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania and Virginia.  
2 Id. 
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electricity prices. New Jersey also benefits from low gasoline prices relative to other states. 

While low natural gas and gasoline prices reduce New Jersey’s overall energy costs, it is 

important to recognize that prices for these two fuels are not substantially influenced by New 

Jersey energy policy. Natural gas and gasoline prices, while beneficial to the State, are not a 

good indicator of success in meeting the 2011 EMP goal of driving down energy costs for all 

consumers.  

B. Maintaining support for renewable energy portfolio standards 

1. Introduction 

New Jersey has made great strides in the development of renewable energy, and in 

particular, solar energy.  However, as noted in the 2011 EMP, the length of those strides needs to 

be tempered with some measure of cost-effectiveness that strikes a “sensible balance”3 with 

“economic and political realities.”4 The 2011 EMP also emphasized that future renewable energy 

initiatives and programs be measured against a “rigorous testing of net economic benefits to New 

Jersey.” 5 

Rate Counsel strongly supports these big picture goals in the development of the 

renewable energy component of the 2015 EMP Update.  Much of the success of New Jersey’s 

solar energy development can be attributed to the financial support provided by New Jersey 

ratepayers.  In addition, a number of favorable market conditions have made solar installations 

considerably more affordable than was imaginable when the state embarked on setting a 

leadership path for solar energy almost a decade ago.   

Rate Counsel recommends that the 2015 EMP Update continue to move away from 

financial support from ratepayers and toward an industry guided by competitive market forces.  

3 2011 EMP, p. 5. 
4 2011 EMP, p. 4. 
5 2011 EMP, p. 3. 
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The 2015 EMP Update should continue to support New Jersey’s currently-approved 

commitments and policies for solar energy, but refrain from adopting any new policies, 

initiatives, or levels of financial support.  Rate Counsel bases this recommendation on two 

premises.   

The first premise is that the New Jersey solar market has been supported almost entirely 

by ratepayers, the majority of which have not installed solar systems on their homes, businesses, 

or industries.  New Jersey ratepayers should not be required to continue to: (a) financially 

support New Jersey’s solar industry and; (b) insulate the New Jersey solar industry from the risk 

and challenges associated with operating in competitive energy markets.  It is time to stop asking 

New Jersey ratepayers to step in whenever the industry senses a fluctuation in market conditions 

that may only marginally challenge its profitability.  At some point, the solar energy industry, 

like any other aspect of the energy business, needs to stand on its own two feet.  Rate Counsel 

recommends that the 2015 EMP Update start the process of asking the industry to assume more 

responsibility for its own development by refraining to adopt any new solar energy initiatives, 

and by continuing to evaluate existing and future programs on the net economic benefits they are 

anticipated to create for New Jersey ratepayers. 

The second premise is that there is no need for any new level of financial, regulatory, and 

contractual support for the New Jersey solar industry.  Current market data indicates that New 

Jersey’s solar energy markets are attractive to both solar system purchasers and investors.  There 

is no need to “double down” on a new set of solar policies, preferences, or set-asides designed to 

create a solar energy market solution “in search of a potential problem.”  The remaining sections 

elaborate on both of these premises. 
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2. Ratepayer Solar Commitments 

New Jersey ratepayers have supported solar energy development since the Electric Discount 

and Energy Competition Act (“EDECA”) in 1999 which required the BPU to establish a 

renewable portfolio standard (“RPS”) for all future electricity sales in the state.6  In 2004, the 

BPU expanded upon the EDECA’s renewable energy commitment by introducing an explicit 

solar set-aside, which was one of the first of its kind in the United States.7 Shortly thereafter, in 

2006, the BPU increased the solar set-aside, requiring 2.1 percent of the state’s electricity sales 

to come from solar energy by 2021.8 Again, this was an ambitious endeavor, especially when 

compared to other states with commitments to renewable energy.  New Jersey’s policy 

commitments to solar energy, however, did not stop with defining a solar requirement.  Over the 

next several years, the BPU, as well as the Assembly, continued to modify New Jersey’s solar 

commitments in response to solar industry concerns about market conditions and the regulatory 

uncertainty that purportedly existed in the state’s solar energy policies during this time.  Figure 1 

shows a timeline of solar policy commitments put upon ratepayers since the EDECA in 1999. 

6 L. 1999 c. 23, sec. 38(d). 
7 35 N.J.R. 4445(a) and 36 N.J.R. 2053(b) 
8 37 N.J.R. 3911(a) and 38 N.J.R. 2176(a) 
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Figure 1:  Timeline of Solar Energy Policies and Ratepayer Obligations 

 
In 2010, New Jersey enacted the Solar Energy Advancement and Fair Competition Act, 

and once again, increased New Jersey’s solar energy set-aside.9  The Act also changed the set-

aside requirement from a percent of sales based approach, to a fixed level of solar generation.  

The rationale for this change was that percentage-based goals created too much uncertainty for 

solar developers and investors.  The variability inherent in a percentage-based goal was thought 

to create a significant degree of market uncertainty that, if not removed, would result in solar 

installation shortfalls and increased solar energy costs that would have to be paid through higher 

solar alternative compliance payments (“SACP”). 

The 2010 change in the solar set-aside was an important shift in New Jersey energy 

policy as well as in the risk placed upon ratepayers for future solar energy purchases.  The 

original percent-of-sales based methodology incorporated a degree of ratepayer fairness since it 

9   L. 2009, c. 289 
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was tied to the growth of the market, under the premise that solar requirements would only grow 

as the scope of the market, and the ability to pay for increased solar energy, grew.  The 2010 

solar energy policy modification decoupled this relationship and required ratepayers to purchase 

above-market solar regardless of market scope or ability to pay.   

Less than two years later, there was another significant change in the state’s solar set-

aside.  The Solar Act of 201210 included provisions that shifted even more solar market 

development risk onto ratepayers.  While the method under which the solar set-aside was 

determined was changed back to its original “percent of sales” based approach, the speed at 

which the solar RPS was to be implemented was increased significantly, accelerating the 

mandated percentages of solar energy that ratepayers would be required to purchase between 

2014 and 2023.11 

These increased solar requirement percentages, which are highlighted in Figure 2, were not 

trivial.  The accelerated solar set-aside requirements for 2015 through 2019, increased by as 

much as one million megawatt-hours per year.  For 2015, the accelerated solar set-aside doubled 

ratepayer solar obligations.  Rate Counsel estimates that the escalation of the solar RPS has 

increased ratepayer costs to an estimated potential of $2.5 billion (net present value) in upfront 

costs that hopefully, will result in later term cost savings in the outlying years in which the solar 

energy requirement is reduced.  This underscores the risk-shifting nature of this policy, since 

ratepayers are not guaranteed to receive savings in later years, whereas they almost certainly will 

have to pay significantly more than originally anticipated in the near term. 

10  L. 2012, c. 24. 
11  Id.  
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Figure 2:  Accelerated Solar RPS Requirements (Solar Act of 2012) 

 
 

In addition, the BPU has taken a number of policy actions, and approved a number of 

individual utility plans, designed to support solar energy development, all of which have been 

backstopped by ratepayers.  In 2007, the BPU changed the method by which it supported solar 

energy development from one that emphasized solar installation rebates, funded through New 

Jersey’s Clean Energy Plan (and Societal Benefit Charge funds), to one relying more heavily 

upon market forces and the use of solar renewable energy certificates (or “SRECs”).12  While 

this shift in policy appears to have been warranted, and has and will continue to have longer run 

benefits relative to the rebate-based status quo, it has not come without a cost.  Reported SREC 

prices, for instance, leapt from a weighted average of about $230 per SREC in 2007-08 to as 

much as $500 per SREC in 2009, soon after the BPU’s market-based solar policy initiative.13 

12 Docket EO06100744, Decision and Order dated December 6, 2007. 
13 New Jersey Clean Energy Program, SREC Pricing. Available at:  http://www.njcleanenergy.com/srecpricing. 
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Between April 2008 and up until April 2013, the BPU approved a series of programs 

supported by the state’s utilities, that have ostensibly been designed to use the utility’s “patient 

capital” to facilitate longer-run solar energy investment, or solar investment in difficult to reach 

market segments.  These programs include:  

• a series of “solar loan programs” offered by Public Service Electric and Gas Company 
(“PSE&G”), designed to facilitate solar development through low-interest loans.   

• PSE&G’s “Solar 4 All” program, and a companion extension, designed to facilitate the 
development of solar in more difficult to reach market segments. 

• A series of “long-term contracting” programs offered by Atlantic City Electric Company 
(“ACE”), Jersey Central Power & Light Company (“JCP&L”), and Rockland Electric 
Company (“RECO”) that secures SREC purchases over 10-year periods to support longer 
term financial stability for project development. 

• A series of programs and support mechanisms offered through the Clean Energy Program 
that, admittedly, have decreased substantially over the past few years. 

The above discussion is not intended to be critical of the BPU’s action or these programs.  

Rate Counsel has worked with the BPU and the utilities on many of the program design features.  

The discussion is offered to underscore that ratepayers have done their fair share in supporting 

solar energy on a programmatic and financial basis.  Table 1 provides Rate Counsel’s estimates 

of the cumulative cost of all of these programs, based upon the best available public information 

about these programs.  On a summary basis these estimated ratepayer financial and contractual 

commitments include: 

• The estimated cumulative payment of over $950 million (in 2014 dollars) in SRECs 
that have been included in ratepayers’ basic electricity service rates. 

• Over $360 million (2014 dollars) in estimated societal benefit charges (“SBC”) that 
supported the Office of Clean Energy’s (“OCE”) solar installation rebate program. 

• Another $480 million (2014 dollars) in estimated SBC payments has provided 
financial support for other OCE New Jersey Clean Energy Program (“NJCEP”) 
renewable energy programs. 
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• An estimated $77 million (2014 dollars) in PSE&G’s various solar loan programs that 
have been approved by the BPU over the past six years. 

• An estimated $140 million (2014 dollars) in of PSE&G’s “Solar 4 All” and “Solar 4 
All Extension” programs. 

• An estimated $111 million (2014 dollars) in the various long term solar energy 
contracting proposals approved by the BPU for ACE, JCP&L and RECO. 
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Table 1:  Estimated Ratepayer Solar Energy Financial Support Costs 

 

Source:  OCE RPS Compliance History Report; OCE Program Report and estimates from utility program filings. 

 

 

 

Energy Solar RPS OCE CORE Clean Energy Solar Solar Solar Solar Total
Year (SACP + SREC) Program RE Programs ACE JCP&L RECO Loan I & II Loan III for All for All Ext EDCs Total

2005 1,766,115$       36,111,164$    42,975,771$    n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 80,853,050$      
2006 2,765,807         97,140,437     98,967,626     n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 198,873,870      
2007 8,354,815         83,674,762     89,297,502     n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 181,327,078      
2008 18,630,330       56,722,387     62,597,272     n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 137,949,989      
2009 88,357,731       38,793,147     58,128,256     n.a. n.a. n.a. 1,780,605$    n.a. 485,124$        n.a. 2,265,729$     187,544,864      
2010 118,311,517     30,969,979     67,674,435     1,046,773$   5,901,029$   55,612$      8,866,531     n.a. 10,467,548     n.a. 26,337,493     243,293,424      
2011 194,317,268     13,828,934     41,006,766     5,616,703     14,558,019   714,003      14,499,775    n.a. 18,125,464     n.a. 53,513,965     302,666,932      
2012 130,206,709     4,162,792       18,563,634     8,391,687     18,042,377   1,879,338   16,579,164    n.a. 38,888,178     n.a. 83,780,743     236,713,877      
2013 108,465,510     -                 -                 8,270,543     17,781,914   1,852,208   16,339,824    890,677$     32,406,278     n.a. 77,541,445     186,006,955      
2014 279,949,808     -                 -                 8,138,521     17,498,063   1,822,641   16,078,993    2,233,077    30,409,532     8,899,474$  85,080,301     365,030,109      

Total 951,125,611$    361,403,601$  479,211,262$  31,464,227$ 73,781,403$ 6,323,802$ 74,144,892$  3,123,754$  130,782,123$ 8,899,474$  328,519,675$ 2,120,260,149$ 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (2014 $) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PSE&G
Solicitation Obligations and Ratepayer Expense
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3. Market Need 

Rate Counsel also believes that there is no economic or other market need for any new or 

additional solar policy initiatives.  New Jersey has a robust and well-recognized solar energy 

market.  In fact, as shown in Figure 3, New Jersey has the third highest level of capacity, on an 

absolute basis, relative to any other state in the United States following high solar resource states 

such as California and Arizona.  It also has the highest solar energy capacity development of any 

state east of Rockies. 

Figure 3:  State Solar Capacity Development (2014) 

 

Source:  Solar Energy Industries Association. 

New Jersey’s solar energy markets have grown considerably since the BPU’s 2006 solar 

policy re-alignment.  Figure 4 compares solar energy installations on both a monthly and 

cumulative basis.  Over the past three years, New Jersey reports well over 500 solar installations 
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per month. Over 34,308 solar projects have been installed since 2007.  Solar installations have 

increased at an average rate of four percent each month since the release of the last EMP in 

December 2011. 

Figure 4:  Monthly and Cumulative New Jersey Solar Installations 

 

 
Source:  NJCEP Solar Installations Report, June 30, 2015. 

These trends are also reflected in the monthly and cumulative levels of solar capacity 

development.   

Figure 5 provides the historic trend in New Jersey’s solar capacity development showing 

that the market tends to support, on average, the installation of about 14.4 MWs of capacity each 

month.  Cumulative solar energy capacity has grown from a level of about 565 MWs in 

December 2011, at the time of the last EMP, to a 2014 level of over 1,500 MWs: a capacity level 

comparable to 1.5 nuclear power plants. 
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Figure 5:  Monthly and Cumulative New Jersey Solar Capacity 
 

 

Source:  NJCEP Solar Installations Report, June 30, 2015. 

Further, as shown in Figure 6, these solar market trends are anticipated to continue into 

the future.  Incremental installations were at an all-time high in February 2015, and have 

remained strong.  These installation trends are more than sufficient for New Jersey to continue to 

meet future solar RPS requirements.  In fact, OCE anticipates solar capacity to grow another 15 

percent in just the next six months, an average monthly rate of 2.5 percent.  The “high” OCE 

solar capacity forecast shown on Figure 6 anticipates a total of 1.74 gigawatts of solar energy 

capacity development by the end of 2015, a level that is 85 percent of the 2021 solar RPS 

requirement of about 2,000 megawatts.14  

  

14 This assumes a solar capacity factor of 18 percent and 2021 total retail sales of 82.8 million MWh. 
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Figure 6:  Current OCE Solar Capacity Forecast (June 30, 2015) 
 

 

Source:  NJCEP Solar Installations Report, June 30, 2015. 

Ratepayer investments in solar energy are, fortunately, starting to pay dividends in the 

form of both lower SREC prices and lower solar installation costs.  Lower SREC prices benefit 

the ratepayers that do not install solar equipment on their homes or businesses.  Lower 

installation costs benefit those ratepayers making direct solar energy investments.  Lower 

installation costs, in turn, help to reduce the level of financial support (i.e., SRECs) provided by 

non-solar installing ratepayers.   

Figure 7 shows the considerable decrease in SREC prices since the 2011 EMP release.  

SREC prices, at that time, were hovering around $600 per SREC and were some of the highest in 

the mid-Atlantic region.  Today, those prices have fall by over half and are at affordable levels 

comparable to those in other mid-Atlantic states. 
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Figure 7:  New Jersey Weighted Average SREC Prices and SACP Prices 

 

Source:  PJM Gats 

Contrary to some arguments, the substantial decrease in SREC prices does not establish a 

need for new solar initiatives.  First, lower SREC prices are a reflection of the increased SREC 

supply created by an increase in New Jersey solar installations.  The increase in solar 

installations, in turn, is the result of a considerable decrease in cost.  The Department of Energy 

reports that system prices of residential commercial PV systems have declined six to seven 

percent per year, on average, from 1998 through 2013.  Further, these costs fell 12 to 15 percent 

from 2012 to 2013 alone.15  The Solar Energy Industries Association, the trade association for 

the solar energy industry, reports that in just one year (2014), installed costs for residential 

15 Feldman, David et. al.  2014.  Photovoltaic System Pricing Trends.  U.S. Department of Energy, National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory. 
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systems fell from $3.83 per watt to $3.48 per watt, or over nine percent, and notes that 

“significant opportunities to reduce costs remain.”16 

These significant solar energy cost decreases have made solar more affordable for 

average households and businesses. Increased solar affordability reduces the additional financial 

support that needs to be provided by non-participating ratepayers in order to stimulate solar 

energy development.  This is exactly the type of outcome envisioned in the 2011 EMP and one 

that should continue to be recognized in the 2015 EMP Update.  Lower SREC prices reflect a 

successful outcome in the solar industry, not a negative one in search of a new policy initiative or 

financial subsidy. 

Lastly, the potential expiration of the federal solar tax credits at the end of 2016 should 

not serve as a cause to “double down” on new solar energy financial support programs.  First, the 

federal solar energy tax credit could be continued. There are currently several proposals before 

Congress, and many others under discussion, to continue this credit, which has been in place 

since 2005. Further, even if the federal solar tax credit does expire, there is significant evidence 

that suggests that this will not lead to a collapse in New Jersey’s solar energy markets.  As an 

example, when the BPU discontinued its 50-percent solar energy rebate in 2008, solar 

installations did not retrench, and in fact, the re-organization of the state’s solar markets at that 

time ultimately led to the expanded solar development seen today.  While the BPU did adopt a 

number of policies in the aftermath of its solar market reorganization that helped facilitate later 

development (1) those initiatives were not implemented overnight; (2) many of those same 

policy initiatives are currently in place today and may mitigate any future market downturns; and 

(3) participation in the state’s long-term solar contracting markets has waned considerably over 

16 Solar Energy Industries Association. 2014. Solar Market Insight Report Q4 2014.  Available at:  
http://www.seia.org/research-resources/solar-market-insight-report-2014-q4. 
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the past year indicating that the solar market is now less reliant on subsidies. Solar consumers 

and investors know today, as they did in 2008, that New Jersey has a considerable and stable 

solar market place that is robust enough to withstand known changes in federal solar energy tax 

policies. 

A further stabilizing factor is that solar installation costs have fallen, and will continue to 

fall, relative to retail electricity rates.  Quite simply, solar installation costs continue to decline 

while base electricity costs (i.e., ratepayer bills) continue to increase.  This makes solar 

increasingly more competitive relative to grid-provided power.  The competitiveness of solar to 

grid-provided power is anticipated to only improve as solar installation costs continue to decline.  

Market analysts expect solar system prices to continue to fall in the near future, between 14 and 

25 percent by the end of 2016.  A number of market analysts estimate that solar energy is already 

cost-competitive, or is at “grid-parity” with retail electricity rates, in at least 10 states.17   

Figure 8 replicates a chart developed by Deutsche Bank that shows, by 2016, solar energy 

costs will be comparable with grid-provided power in 36 states, including New Jersey.  This 

market outlook underscores the lack of need for further intervention.  New Jersey can preserve 

the commitments already made, while allowing market forces to drive the next several years of 

solar development. 

  

17 Randall, Tom.  2014.  While You Were Getting Worked Up Over Oil Prices, This Just Happened to Solar.”  
Bloomberg.  Available at:  http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-10-29/while-you-were-getting-worked-
up-over-oil-prices-this-just-happened-to-solar.   
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Figure 8:  Estimated 2016 Solar Energy Grid Parity Costs 

 
Source:  Randall, Tom.  2014.  While You Were Getting Worked Up Over Oil Prices, This Just 
Happened to Solar.”  Bloomberg.  Available at:  http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-
10-29/while-you-were-getting-worked-up-over-oil-prices-this-just-happened-to-solar. The 
shaded bars show the anticipated cost of solar energy (assuming a conservative 20-year lifespan 
for the panels) minus average electricity prices.  Positive numbers indicate the savings for every 
kilowatt hour of electricity.    

4. Conclusions 

  As discussed above, since that time the State’s electricity are among the highest in the 

Nation, and have risen considerable since 2005. It is not coincidental that this occurred while 

New Jersey was undertaking one of the most expansive solar energy experiments in the United 

States.  While New Jersey’s solar initiative are not the sole cause of the State’s high electric 

prices, their impact has been significant.  The upcoming 2015 EMP Update should take into 

account the need to reduce the energy costs of the households, business and industry to make 

New Jersey a more economic place to live and do business.  The 2015 EMP Update should focus 

less on additional solar and renewable energy initiatives and more on making electricity 

affordable for all New Jersey households, businesses, and industries.   
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C. Promoting energy efficiency and conservation 

1. Overall energy efficiency and conservation goals 

Energy efficiency and conservation remain the least-cost ways to achieve reductions in 

carbon dioxide and other emissions. Rate Counsel favors continued support for energy efficiency 

and conservation initiatives. 

A critical issue is whether the state is currently on track to meet the energy savings and 

peak demand reduction goals contained in the 2011 EMP. The Notice does not provide any data 

regarding historic or projected energy consumption, nor does it address the efforts that will be 

needed to achieve the levels required to meet the 2011 EMP goals.  Rate Counsel has performed 

an analysis of the goals for reduced consumption of electric energy.  Based on that analysis, it 

appears that the state needs to considerably ramp up its energy efficiency and conservation 

efforts to meet the 2011 EMP goals through 2020. 

According to the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (“ACEEE”) 

Energy Efficiency Scorecard, New Jersey achieved energy savings of only approximately 0.56 

percent of retail sales in 2013.18  Increased levels of energy efficiency savings should be 

achievable. According the ACEEE Scorecard, in 2013 twenty-five other states achieved higher 

energy efficiency savings as a percentage of retail sales.19 New Jersey needs stronger, more 

effective energy efficiency and conservation programs to meet the 2011 EMP goas through 2020.  

The 2015 EMP Update should include specific plans and policies to achieve greater energy 

efficiency savings.  Some suggested means of improving the State’s programs are discussed 

below. 

 

18 ACEEE 2014 State Energy Efficiency Scorecard, Appendix B, available at http://aceee.org/research-report/u1408.  
19 Id. 
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2. Coordination with NJCEP programs 

The 2011 EMP recommended a redesign of the delivery of state energy efficiency (“EE”) 

programs.20 The 2011 EMP recognized the value of the State’s utilities in delivering energy 

efficiency and conservation programs, while it called for an evaluation of alternative EE program 

delivery structures that can “optimize the delivery of effective EE programs to a wide array of 

customers.”21 The OCE  initiated a process to examine alternative EE program administrator 

structures in 2010 through 2011 and requested stakeholder comments. However, this process is 

taking much longer than anticipated. Rate Counsel is hopeful that a single program administrator 

will be retained soon, and that this will facilitate the process of streamlining and consolidating 

the OCE’s and the utilities’ programs.  

As stated in previous Rate Counsel’s comments to the BPU, the State may wish to 

consider a statewide Energy Efficiency Utility structure.22  A statewide Energy Efficiency Utility 

structure would provide consistency across the state and establish a single point of contact for EE 

programs. A single entity could be could be held accountable for achieving defined goals.  

If this option is not feasible for the state, it would be reasonable to allow the utilities to 

continue providing additional EE programs. However, the utility programs should have no 

redundancy with NJCEP offerings. Currently, some of the State’s natural gas utilities offer 

incentives that supplement or substitute for the NJCEP offerings. Those utilities have not 

demonstrated the extent to which their program offerings lead to savings beyond the level that 

could be reasonably assumed to result from the NJCEP incentives alone, or that the total level of 

incentives is appropriate given the allocation of costs and benefits between the program 

20 2011 EMP, p. 113. 
21 2011 EMP, p. 119 
22 Comments of the New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel on Transitions Within the Clean Energy Program, BPu 
Dkt. No. EO07030203 (Dec. 3, 2010). 
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participants and the ratepayers who pay for the incentives. In addition to avoiding ovelap with 

NJCEP  programs, the utilities’ programs either 1) should be innovative, such as, for example by  

employing new methods for program delivery, by trying new approaches to overcoming barriers  

to energy efficiency, or by targeting unique market segments, or 2) should offer services that 

would be administratively or economically difficult for OCE to offer. By and large, the existing 

utility EE programs also do not meet the first criterion: most of the programs merely supplement 

existing NJCEP programs and thus are not innovative. Some utilities offer services that OCE 

cannot, such as on-bill financing, but most do not.  

Rate Counsel has been working with OCE and the utilities to provide better analysis of 

the effectiveness of the utilities’ programs, and assure that the utilities are collecting and 

reporting the necessary data to the necessary analyses. The most recent EE program approvals 

allowed the utilities to continue their existing program, but required them to collect more data, 

and to perform more evaluations, of the costs and benefits of their programs. Rate Counsel hopes 

that these measures, together with the streamlined administration of the OCE programs, will 

allow for more, and more effective, EE programs. Rate Counsel strongly recommends that the 

2015 EMP Update endorse the ongoing efforts to improve data collection, reporting  and 

analysis, and provide for more streamlined EE program delivery with more clearly articulated, 

prescribed roles for NJCEP and the utilities.  

3. Low-income program issues 

Rate Counsel also recommends that the 2015 EMP Update provide for more and better 

programs for low-income customers.  EE measures are provided to low-income customers 

through the Comfort Partners program, which is managed by the State’s electric distribution and 

natural gas utilities on behalf of OCE.  A recent evaluation of the Comfort Partners program, 

conducted by Apprise in 2014, found that the program failed to achieve expected savings, 
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exhibited weaknesses in audit and installation procedures, and had a high rate of job inspection 

failures.23 Apprise discovered many missed opportunities for installing the most cost-effective 

measures and concluded that “many of these missed opportunities would not result in greater 

expenditures, as they would require re-prioritizing or better quality work done” and that “in over 

70 percent of the cases where there were missed opportunities, the contractors did not spend up 

to the seasonal guideline, and could have done a more thorough job.”24  

The 2015 EMP Update should provide for a re-evaluation of the State’s methods for 

delivering EE measures to low-income customers. While low-income programs administered by 

any entity would face significant barriers to and high administrative costs of reaching and 

serving this population, it is important that the state take this opportunity to consider whether the 

current model is the most effective and beneficial one, or whether both low income customers 

and ratepayers in general might achieve more value from another arrangement.    

4. Updated building codes and appliance standards 

The 2011 EMP states that “[i]ncorporating aggressive EE requirements within the New 

Jersey Uniform Construction Code (NJUCC) will assist in reaching our goal of reducing energy 

use in both new and existing buildings.”25 However, New Jersey lags behind other states in 

updating both building codes and appliance standards. 

New Jersey has not updated its residential and commercial building energy codes for 

almost five years, since September 2010.26 Furthermore, as shown in Figures 11 and 12 below, 

14 states have more stringent residential building codes, and 20 states and the District of 

Columbia have more stringent commercial building codes, than New Jersey's.  

23 Apprise, New Jersey Comfort Partners Final Evaluation Report , p. xv and viii (Dec. 2014), available at:  
http://njcleanenergy.com/files/file/Final%20NJ%20CP%20Evaluation%20Report%20(2).pdf 
24 Id,, p. xv. 
25 2011 EMP, p. 116 - 117) 
26 https://www.energycodes.gov/adoption/states/new-jersey .  
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Figure 11. Current Residential Building Energy Code Adoption Status27 

 

27 https://www.energycodes.gov/status-state-energy-code-adoption  
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Figure 12. Current Commercial Building Energy Code Adoption Status28 

 

Rate Counsel understands that proposals to update New Jersey’s building codes are under 

discussion. Rate Counsel strongly supports this effort. A recent study by the United States 

Department of Energy found that “[e]nergy cost savings for New Jersey resulting from the state 

updating its commercial and residential building energy codes in accordance with federal law are 

significant, estimated to be on the order of nearly $195 million annually by 2030.”29 We 

recommend that the 2015 EMP Update encourage updates to the State’s building codes as soon 

as possible both to support the attainment of the State’s energy efficiency and conservation 

28 https://www.energycodes.gov/status-state-energy-code-adoption  
29 https://www.energycodes.gov/adoption/states/new-jersey  
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goals, and to assure that New Jersey’s residents and businesses consumers gain additional 

economic benefits through substantial energy savings. 

New Jersey also lags behind other states in updating its appliance standards. While some 

State appliance standards have been pre-empted by federal standards, there are still 19 appliance 

types regulated by energy efficiency standards in 11 states and the District of Columbia.30 

Connecticut, for example, has updated its state appliance standards four times over the past ten 

years. The Connecticut standards that are currently in effect are for bottle-type water dispensers, 

commercial hot food holding cabinets, hot tubs, swimming pool pumps, compact audio 

equipment, DVD players and recorders, and televisions.31 New Jersey, by contrast, last adopted 

its own appliance standards in 2005, and those standards have since been superseded by federal 

standards.32  The 2011 EMP states the Staff of the BPU and Department of Community Affairs 

will conduct annual reviews to determine whether the federal appliance standards are sufficient, 

or whether “State-specific actions will be necessary,” and states that “the BPU will cooperate 

with the Legislature and consider adopting the higher standards as they become available, 

including the costs and benefits of such changes.”33 The 2015 EMP Update should provide for 

continued consideration of updated appliance standards. 

5. Bidding energy efficiency into PJM capacity markets 

Rate Counsel has repeatedly recommended that NJCEP offer its energy savings into 

PJM’s capacity markets.  This issue was considered by the BPU’s Utility Work Group and the 

Data Work Group. The updated EMP should adopt the advice of the Data Work Group and 

mandate that OCE and the utilities bid their energy efficiency capacity into the PJM market.  

30 National Association of Clean Air Agencies, Implementing EPA's Clean Power Plan: A Menu of Options, Ch. 14, 
p. 14-2 (May 2015) (“NACAA Report”); report available at http://www.4cleanair.org/NACAA_Menu_of_Options; 
Chapter 14 available at: http://www.4cleanair.org/sites/default/files/Documents/Chapter_14.pdf 
31 Id., Ch. 14, p. 14-8. 
32 http://database.aceee.org/state/appliance-standards-summary 
33 2011 EMP, p. 118. 
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Furthermore, the 2015 EMP Update should call on the NJCEP program administrator and Staff 

to monitor any changes in PJM’s rules to ensure that such participation is beneficial to 

ratepayers. 

D. Supporting combined heat and power 

The 2011 EMP states that “[t]he Christie Administration is committed to developing 

1,500 MW of CHP generation over the next ten years: 1,400 MW of C&I applications and an 

additional 100 MW from district energy systems.”34  However, it has become clear that the 

current installation trend for CHP is far from meeting this CHP goal in 2020. The U.S. 

Department of Energy Combined Heat and Power Installation database shows that 58.7 MW of 

CHP capacity was installed in 2011, 2012, and 2013. 35 The BPU  provides a database of CHP 

applications. In 2011, 2012, and 2013, applications totaled 23.5 MW, of which 5.12 MW are 

from C&I.36 Reflecting these low installation rates, the latest Comprehensive Resource Analysis 

draft issued by OCE recommended a reduced level of funding for FY16 and a “stakeholder-

driven process to review and redesign the CHP program, while considering related factors such 

as use groups, project economics, payment structures, interconnection, stand-by tariffs, 

resilience, etc.”37 

OCE’s proposed recommendations are reasonable given the large difference between 

actual installed CHP capacity and the EMP’s CHP goal. We also recommend that 2015 EMP 

Update take into account the above developments and consider adjusting its CHP target and 

providing for a process evaluation to identify areas for improvements.  

 

34 2011 EMP, p. 85. 
35 https://doe.icfwebservices.com/chpdb/ 
36 http://www.njcleanenergy.com/commercial-industrial/programs/combined-heat-power/combined-heat-power 
37 Office of Clean Energy. 2015. Comprehensive Resource Analysis – Staff Straw Proposal New Jersey’s Clean 
Energy Program Proposed Funding Levels FY 16, pp. 50, available at 
http://www.njcleanenergy.com/files/file/Staff%20Straw%20Proposal%20FY2016%20050415.pdf  
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III. Emerging Issues Since 2011 

A. Protecting critical energy infrastructure.  

During 2011 and 2012, New Jersey experienced three major storm events—Hurricane 

Irene on August 28, 2011, the October Snowstorm on October 29, 2011, and Superstorm Sandy 

on October 29, 2012. In the aftermath of these storm events, all New Jersey ratepayers are 

concerned about the state of energy utility infrastructure and the level of resiliency and hardening 

to withstand future weather events. Rate Counsel believes that reliable utility service is a basic 

necessity. Without these critical services, customers cannot live in their homes or operate their 

businesses. Rate Counsel agrees with the EMP goal of protecting critical energy infrastructure, 

especially in this modern age when everyone relies heavily on electric and gas services.   

It is also important, however, that service be provided at reasonable rates.  Ratepayers 

should not be required to pay for any project that is purported to improve a utility’s system 

without sufficient proof that the spending is thoughtfully planned, cost effective, and assured to 

have real impact on the robustness of the utilities’ systems and speed of service restoration after 

a major storm.  The utilities also should not be relieved of their obligation to spend the money 

ratepayers already pay in rates to ensure reliability and safe, adequate and proper service, and 

they should not earn the premium return that comes with alternative rate mechanisms for capital 

projects that should have been done in the ordinary course of business.  The 2015 EMP Update 

should recognize the need to assure that reliability improvements are accomplished with due 

regard for the utilities’ obligation to provide service at reasonable rates.  
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B. Improving electric distribution Companies’ emergency preparedness and 
response 

Following Hurricane Irene, the October Snowstorm, and Superstorm Sandy the BPU has 

taken significant steps to investigate and improve the four regulated electric distribution 

companies’ (“EDCs’”) responses during severe weather. In December 2011, after Hurricane 

Irene, and the October Snowstorm, the BPU Ordered the EDCs to comply with the Staff 

recommendations that included  immediate action by the EDCs to improve their 

communications.38  

While a consultant’s further review of the EDCs’ storm preparedness was ongoing, 

Superstorm Sandy made landfall in New Jersey on October 29, 2012. On January 23, 2013, the 

BPU accepted the consultant’s final report, which contained extensive recommendations 

touching upon 1) preparedness efforts by the EDCs, 2) communications with customers, 

government officials, and company personnel, 3) restoration response, and 4) posting of event 

reporting. The BPU Order included specific actions to be required to be undertaken by the EDCs 

as well as the timeline in which these actions were to be completed. 39  A subsequent Order, 

issued by the BPU on March 20, 2013, opened a generic proceeding to support and protect New 

Jersey utilities’ infrastructure by, among other things, inviting all regulated utilities to submit 

detailed proposals for infrastructure upgrades designed to protect the State’s utility infrastructure 

from future Major Storm Events.40 Under the umbrella of the BPU’s infrastructure resiliency and 

hardening initiatives, programs including PSE&G’s $1 billion Energy Strong Program have been 

38 I/M/O the Board’s Review of the Utilities’ Response to Hurricane Irene, Order Accepting Staff’s Report and 
Requiring Electric Utilities to Implement Recommendations, BPU Dkt No. EO11090543 (Dec. 15, 2011). 
39 I/M/O the Board’s Review of the Utilities’ Response to Hurricane Irene, Order Accepting Consultant’s Report and 
Additional Staff Recommendations and Requiring Electric Utilities to Implement Recommendations, BPU Dkt No. 
EO11090543 (Jan 23, 2013). 
40 I/M/O the Board’s Establishing a Generic Proceeding to Review the Prudence of Costs Incurred by NJ 
Utility Companies in Response to Major Storm Events in 2011 and 2012, BPU Dkt. No. AX13030196 (March 
20, 2013). 
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approved and are currently underway. The work is proceeding, but thankfully, since New Jersey 

has not experienced another statewide major storm, the extent to which the work has been 

successful is not yet known. 

There has been one test of New Jersey’s current level of resiliency, however.  ACE and 

PSE&G were tested by the recent storm on June 23, 2015.  ACE was the most affected by the 

June 23, 2015 storm, and both its preparedness and post-storm restoration were less than optimal. 

In particular, BPU Staff raised concerns regarding field and customer communications by 

utilities when telephone and wireless communications are affected by the same storm that affects 

the utility. BPU’s press release on the utility response to the June 23, 2015 storm commented as 

follows: 

The electric utility sector’s reliance on wireless communications is particularly 
critical in a weather impact outage that causes widespread infrastructure damage 
and requires a major mutual assistance response. For a period of at least 12 hours 
after the storm’s impact, ACE was unable to use its field mobile data terminals for 
mobile dispatching of workforce and to communicate fluidly with its field crews 
and personnel. The utility needed to revert to radios and manual processes to 
dispatch crews and personnel; collect damage assessment information; and input 
data into its Outage Management System. This process caused inaccuracy in the 
outage information contained on ACE’s outage webpages and maps. Additionally, 
mutual assistance crews were initially hampered by the wireless outage. 41 
 
This experience serves as an additional lesson as New Jersey continues its efforts to 

improve storm response.  Utilities must keep regulators, as well as the customers and 

government officials, informed about the status of the storm impact and restoration.  

Communications with the field personnel who carry out service restoration are also crucial. For 

the future, the State must find a way to deal with the fact that both landline and often wireless 

communications may be unavailable after severe storms.  This is an issue that requires the 

41 BPU June 23, 2015 press release entitled “N.J. Board of Public Utilities receives Preliminary Update on Staff’s 
Review of Utility Company Responses to June 23rd Storm,” available at: 
http://www.state.nj.us/bpu/newsroom/announcements/pdf/Macroburst_Storm_Prelim20150723.pdf 
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attention not only of the State’s energy utilities, but also the telecommunications and wireless 

industries.  No matter how much electric and gas utilities invest in hardening their systems and 

deploying resources, if a reliable communication system does not exist then service restoration 

efforts will suffer.  The 2015 EMP Update should include policies and plans to assure adequate 

communications following major storm events.  

C. Increasing the use of microgrid technologies and distributed energy 
applications  

Microgrid technologies and distributed energy applications could enhance reliability for 

the customers that use them, and provide energy savings by eliminating or reducing line losses. 

However, increased deployment of these technologies would raise some significant operational 

and cost recovery issues.  Distributed energy applications may result in both lost sales and a need 

for investments to accommodate distributed generation facilities.  A large microgrid serving 

multiple customers could have very significant operational and financial impacts, especially if 

the utility is required to serve as a backup source power supply.   

In previously filed comments, Rate Counsel has emphasized the need to assure that the 

costs and benefits are fairly allocated between the users of distributed generation and a utility’s 

other customers.42  If the 2015 EMP Update includes consideration of microgrid technologies, it 

should provide for a careful examination of the costs and benefits. 

Rate Counsel notes that there is already an ongoing federal initiative to investigate the 

feasibility of microgrid in New Jersey. The United States Department of Energy is currently 

partnering with NJ Transit and the BPU to develop a design for an advance microgrid system for 

42E.g., I/M/O The Act Concerning the Imposition of Standby Charges Upon Distributed Generation Customers 
Pursuant to N.J.S.A. 48:2-21 et seq., BPU Docket No. GO12070600, Rate Counsel comments filed March 14, 2014. 
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NJ Transit.43 The 2015 EMP Update could support this and other initiatives that do not rely on 

ratepayer funds. 

D. Creating long-term financing for resiliency measures through the Energy 
Resilience Bank 

The New Jersey Energy Resilience Bank (“ERB”), which is now administered by 

Economic Development Authority (“EDA”), developed program rules for an initial round of 

funding, in which $65 million will be made available to support resilience projects at water and 

wastewater treatment plants.  It is Rate Counsel’s understanding that no incentives have been 

awarded as yet. Rate Counsel also understands that a second round, to provide funds for 

resiliency projects at other types of facilities, is anticipated.  Rate Counsel strongly supports 

utilizing the ERB money to the greatest extent possible because it reduces the additional amount 

ratepayers must pay for resiliency programs.  

 

43 USDOE Press Release dated Aug. 26, 2013, available at:   http://energy.gov/articles/energy-department-partners-
state-new-jersey-study-ways-improve-reliability-new-jersey-s 
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